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Joint Letter from Leadership

Just two years ago, the paper industry joined together to fund and launch the
promotion work of the Paper and Packaging Board. Importantly, simultaneously with
the campaign’s launch, we deployed research tools that immediately generated data
that enabled us to assess the effectiveness of the campaign and to make adjustments.
Specifically, the research suggested that despite the widespread popularity of our
“Letters to Dad” TV spot, our message was not reaching as many people as it could,
in part because our products were ceding the foreground to the heartfelt story of the
commercial. As a result, we went back to the drawing board to strengthen our advertising
while making real-time changes in all our communications platforms and messages.
The initial results of our campaign are promising. A preliminary analysis by
Harry Kaiser, PhD of Cornell, has concluded that our advertising campaign has helped
generate in excess of 500,000 tons of additional paper consumption in 2016. This
analysis suggests that our campaign is meeting its objectives. Fuller results will be
available in 2018 when new data becomes available.
Finding the right alchemy for our advertising and communications is a mix
of both intuition and careful measurement. Even more challenging is the industry
environment in which our communications must perform. The paper side of the
business has been dealing with the evolution of technology and structural change in
the sector for years. And packaging is also navigating the impact of new technologies,
especially in the way consumers shop. Consider that e-commerce, presently 10% of
total retail sales in 2016, is projected to reach 40% of total retail sales by 2026. The
ramifications for retail – including store size, product presentation, transportation
and delivery logistics, along with emerging retail players – are massive.
So how does a campaign designed to increase consumption succeed in such a
dynamic marketplace?
Simply put, our messages will continue to speak to core human values and truths
that are stable, enduring and that ground us as people, not just demographics. The
campaign will continue to remind consumers and our B2B customers that paper
and packaging have an important role to play in accomplishing goals and alleviating
worry, while offering creativity, strength and a sustainability story that resonates
with consumers and customers alike.
We are developing new advertising that reflects both empirical findings and
our participant companies’ feedback, and anticipate that this new work will
further advance our mission. Additionally, we are continuing to mine for untapped
opportunities in the marketplace to minimize consumption losses and spur growth.
Thank you for your interest in the Paper and Packaging Board; we look forward
to the time when we will share the results from the continued development of our
campaign. For now, we invite you to review our audited 2016 financials and read a
short update on the state of the campaign.
Sincerely,

Steve Voorhees

Mary Anne Hansan

CEO
WestRock

President
P+PB
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State of the Campaign

Discover digital content
throughout this report by
downloading the LAYAR
app, and SCAN when you
see this symbol.

Paper & Packaging – How Life
Unfolds™, just two years in market,
has realized consumption growth
attributable to the advertising
campaign.
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Campaign
Stats to Date

ROI

State of the Campaign

The advertising
campaign has
helped generate in
excess of

500K TONS
of additional
paper consumption
in 2016.*
*Preliminary analysis by Harry Kaiser, PhD of Cornell.
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State of the Campaign

Products that come
in paper-based
product packaging
tend to feel more
premium. (Significant
improvement, up 14%
from 2015).

Even as technology
becomes more advanced,
paper continues to play
an important role in
our lives. (Significant
improvement, up 6%
from 2015).

Isobar, November 2016*

Isobar, November 2016*

66 79
%
AGREE

*Data reported on Expressives aware of the campaign.

%
AGREE
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83
64
%

Consumers can
rely on corrugated
cardboard boxes
to get their
merchandise
shipped/delivered
safely. (Already
high, 83% in 2015).
Isobar, November 2016*

AGREE

When a company
decides to package
its products in paperbased packaging
consumers think
more highly of that
company. (Significant
improvement, up 20%
from 2015).
Isobar, November 2016*

*Data reported on Expressives aware of the campaign.
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State of the Campaign

Campaign generated
23% of media stories
and social media
conversation about
the industry in its
first two years.

%
AGREE

in
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PAPER +
PACKAGING
HEROES

State of the Campaign

Paper-based materials have endless
possibilities to create new, innovative
products that make our lives
productive and safe. They are the
natural choice for creators and
innovators, shippers and receivers,
customers and consumers.
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State of the Campaign

Protection

Consumers increasingly enjoy the
convenience, reliability and quality
of having goods and produce
delivered straight to their doorsteps.
P+PB hosted a press conference
that brought together the media with
experts and brands to discuss the
subscription box trend. It was covered
by Washington Post writer, Mike
Rosenwald, whose syndicated story
appeared in 62 markets and garnered
88M impressions.
The press conference won a Public
Relations Society of America Bronze
Anvil Award, 2017.

Corrugated
on Video

Corrugated and
paper-based
packaging material
not only protects
food, reducing food
waste, it can be used
for innovations from
walls to furniture.
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State of the Campaign

Productivity

At home and at work starts on
paper. People appreciate showing
their work and getting organized on
paper. Writing things down creates
confidence. Creativity soars. Good
ideas often start on a note pad,
sticky note or even on the back of an
envelope. No wonder sales of planners
and bullet journals (NYT, 2016) are on
the rise.
Personal productivity is just better
on paper.

Check it Twice.
Make your lists
or plan your days.
Write thoughtful
notes or jot down
inspiration.
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ZARF

ZARF

State of the Campaign

Social Media

Since the start of the campaign
in 2015, we’ve created a social
community of over 236K fans and
followers, more than doubling our
growth each year. Total video views
for the campaign exceed 21.7M.
Learn more about the campaign at
HowLifeUnfolds.com

ZARF

More than 900K
people now know
what a ZARF is. This
post in May, 2016
received 28K likes by
followers who learned
that it’s the paperbased sleeve that
slips onto a paper
coffee cup.
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State of the Campaign

Learning on Paper

People of all ages prefer using paper
to learn. According to our 2nd Annual
Paper and Productive Learning
Report, 48% of college students
always use paper to study (up 6%
from 2015).
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2
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70% of parents are more likely to help
with homework when it comes home
on paper. In fact, Millennial parents
are more likely to help (74%).
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Teachers K–12 report that more than
half their class involves paper-based
learning (58%) and 83% think their
school should continue to invest in
paper textbooks.
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Paper and Productive Learning Report, 2016
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Connect
the Dots

There is a clear
connection between
the use of paper
and learning.
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State of the Campaign

Packaging Makes News

In 2016, P+PB leveraged cultural
moments to generate over 1,500 media
stories exclusively about packaging. In
May, National Moving Month offered a
box calculator for consumers planning
how many boxes they’d need for moving.
At the holidays, contributing editor
at NBC’s Today, Elizabeth Mayhew,
highlighted boxes, packaging and paper
products as unique, creative holiday
entertaining solutions. Her advice about
packaging appeared in more than 200
radio and TV markets including CBS This
Morning in Chicago, Washington DC,
Boston and Atlanta, and Good Morning
America in Charlotte.

Boxes,
Unwrapped

Our most
popular, custom
video on holiday
“unwrapping” was
viewed more than
2.8M times across
Facebook and
Instagram.
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State of the Campaign

Letters of Peace

The holiday-timed “Letters of Peace” campaign
offered the country a hopeful message from
the unlikeliest of authors—victims of tragedy—
who crafted inspiring, handwritten letters
calling for peace and positivity. Five individuals
who experienced unimaginable tragedy, but
transformed over time their pain into purpose,
participated in the video, social and print
collaboration exploring the physical and
emotional benefits of creative expression on
paper through journaling and letter writing.
The campaign earned 350 million impressions
across print, digital, social and earned media
properties. The videos had over 9.5 million
views and the campaign achieved a high
engagement rate of 18.10% overall. Earned
media efforts generated 300 media stories
and 95 million impressions.

“When I was in the hospital ... after the
bombing, I kept getting these packages
of letters. They’d get posted on wall of
my room, they’d be sitting next to my bed,
they’d be in the hallway as I got wheeled to
surgery and it was this constant reminder
that all these people were around me.”
Patrick Downes
Boston bombing survivor
and trauma-care advocate

Bronze Anvil
Award

The Letters of Peace
video campaign is a
winner of the Public
Relations Society
of America’s Bronze
Anvil Award, 2017.
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POWERED
BY PAPER

State of the Campaign

In March 2017, P+PB promoted the campaign
through experiential marketing with a trade show
booth featuring disruptive, new uses of paper
at South by Southwest (SXSW), the pop culture
and tech festival held annually in Austin, TX.
#PoweredbyPaper featured 11 innovation partners
and 10 checkoff companies. An all-paper booth
created an interactive, tactile experience for
show attendees.
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“The buzz inside our SXSW
headquarters is that
the paper booth was one
of the more innovative,
successful booths.”
Katie King
SXSW Senior Business
Development Manager

State of the Campaign

SXSW

VR Viewer

Paper works
with digital in
a modern way,
offering graphics
and branding
opportunities.

Celebrating how good ideas start
on paper, 4,400 festival goers spent
an average of 10 minutes in-booth,
personalizing journals and interacting
with the innovations on display
including solutions for STEM education,
homeless populations, virtual reality,
and more. Media kits sent in advance
and show floor buzz resulted in 12.1M
media impressions including early
coverage from AdWeek’s Technology
Editor, 89.5M social impressions across
1,398 unique users reaching 67M, and
10,000 website visits.

Baby Box Co.
A new twist
on packaging
protection that
has real-life
impact.
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2016 Annual Report

Report on the 2016 Annual Audited Financials
The Paper and Packaging Board (P+PB) is responsible for oversight
of the Paper & Packaging – How Life Unfolds™ industry promotion
campaign. Designed to slow the decline in paper use and expand
demand for paper-based packaging, the campaign reminds consumers
and B2B customers alike that paper and packaging play an important
role in helping us accomplish our goals and worry less about safely
transporting and protecting products we value. More than 50 U.S.
manufacturers and importers collectively fund the campaign which
generated more than $24M in revenue in 2016.
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2016 Annual Report

Financials
Statement of Financial Position

Statement of Activities

Assets
Cash
$ 8,345
Accounts Receivable		
6,151
Prepaid Expenses		
27
Total Current Assets		 14,523

Revenue
Assessments
$ 24,282
Interest Income		
12
Total Revenue		 24,294

$(000) as of December 31, 2016

$(000) as of December 31, 2016

Property & Equipment, Net		
Total Assets		

237
14,760

Liabilities and Equity
Accounts Payable and
Accrued Expenses		

746

Net Assets
Board Designated		
425
Unrestricted 		 13,589
Total Net Assets		 14,014
Total Liabilities and Net Assets
$ 14,760

Expenses
Program Expenses		 25,532
Administration Expenses 		
1,119
Federal Government User Fees		
129
Total Expenses		 26,780
Change in Net Assets		 (2,486)
Net Assets at Beginning of Year		 16,500
Net Assets at End of Year
$ 14,014

This report is a summary of the financial statements incorporated in the annual audit report
issued by Councilor, Buchanan & Mitchell, PC, for the year ended December 31, 2016. The
complete financial statements and notes are available upon request from P+PB.
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Financials
Total Expenses

Fully 95% of checkoff dollars go directly to campaign implementation.

2016 Annual Report

$

M
Television
Digital Video
Print
PR/Social
Total

60%
21%
15%
4%
100%

vs.
Media Dollars in Use

Program Expenses

Non-Program Expenses

Television spots and videos, along with fully integrated
promotional outreach, drove campaign visibility.
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YEAR 2
Campaign
Performance

21.7M

ONE FOUR
in

Paper and Packaging Media
Stories/Social Conversations
are generated by the Campaign.

Total Campaign Top Social Posts
Video VIEWS

The Paper and Packaging
Board establishes and guides
promotions designed to
expand demand for paper
and paper-based packaging
products. Manufacturers and
importers of these products
participate in the Paper
Research and Promotion
Program (or “Checkoff”), an
industry-funded promotion
program established by the
USDA in 2014.
paperandpackaging.org
Design: Polygraph

on YouTube, Twitter,
Facebook, Instagram and Digital Content Partners

225

Social
Media
Fans
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2016 Year End

2.8 million

reached on Facebook + Instagram

130K+ users engaged

Bibliotaph
1.2 million

reached on Facebook from Vocabulary Series

K

Zarf 900k
28k

reached on Facebook from Vocabulary Series

2015 Year End

At Launch

K

Unwrapping the Box

The advertising campaign has helped
generate in excess of 500,000 tons of
additional paper consumption in 2016.*
*Preliminary analysis by Harry Kaiser, PhD of Cornell.
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